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lVIy invention relates to oil separating 
apparatus. 
The object of my invention is to provide 

an apparatus to separate oil from water 
and refuse such as found in garages where 
automobiles are stored. cleaned and re 
paired, or wherever oil is mixed with other 
materials. 
Referring to the drawings which form a 

part of this specification: 
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of 

an oil separating apparatus embodying my 
invention. 

Fig. 2 is a plan View thereof, the cover 
being partly removed for purposes of this 
description. 
Referring now to the drawings, A indi 

cates a tank of sheet metal, rectangular in 
form and having a length about twice that 
of its width. as constructed for general 
use in garages etc. The depth of the tank 
is about equal to that of its width. It is 
provided with a ?ange A1 which extends 
entirely around the upper edge of the tank 
and with a cover comprising two portions 
A2 and A3 respectively, bolted to said 
?ange by bolts A4. The tank is equipped 
with two partitions B and C respectively, 
the partitions extending entirely across the 
tank. The partition B extends from the 
top downward nearly to the bottom thereof 
as illustrated and the partition C extends 
from the bottom upwardly about two thirds 
the height of the tank and spaced from the 
partition B to form a conduit E through 
which water and any entrained oil may flow 
from chamber D to chamber F. The top 
of the partition C is provided with an 
apron extension C1 to prevent surging of 
the fluid in the chamber. 
The tank is provided with two outlets 

for oil indicated by G and located in lon~ 
gitudinal alignment with each other7 the 
lower edges of which are located a short 
distance above the top of partition C. An 
outlet for water is provided comprising a 
circular partition H which extends from a 
point above the outlets G downward to the 
bottom opening H1, providing an outlet 
conduit H3 and a piped outlet H2, the bot 
tom of which is located in alignment with 
the bottom of outlet openings G. 
The tank is further provided with doors 

I--I respectively for access in cleaning out 
the tank when sediment has been deposited 
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therein from time to time, the. sediment 
being indicated by letter J. K indicates 
a gas release pipe which is connected to 
the tank on one side thereof and extends 
well above the top, and also serves to pre 
vent water or oil from over?owing in event 
of excess ?ow to the chamber D from the 
source of supply. The partition B is cut 
away across the middle of its top and the 
lower end of a. triangular shaped table L 
rests on its top between the higher end 
walls at B1. The lower end of this table 
extends entirely across the tank and rests 
at or below the bottom line ofthe outlet 
pipe H2. This table is preferably made of 
galvanized iron, the corrugations M ex 
tending transversely and measuring about 
3A of an inch from centre to centre of same, 
and the table is inclined about one inch per 
foot from the top end N to the bottom cor 
rugation O, and is further provided with 
side walls or ?anges Iv 1. An inlet pipe P 
extends through the rear wall of the casing 
near its top, the lower portion resting in 
the upper end of the table M as illustrated. 
A sump Q, empties into the pipe P. A 
steam pipe R extends through the side walls 
of the tank and is arranged in return bend 
form and the table rests on the pipe and 
is heated by steam ?owing in the direction 
indicated by the arrow in Figure 2, thus the 
water of condensationv will readily flow to 
the outlet steam trap (not shown) located 
at the lower end of the pipe R. 
By heating the mixture of oil, grease, 

dirt and water as it ?ows over the table, 
the oil and grease are rendered more ?uid 
and separates from the dirt and water and 
?oat to the top of the same so that when the 
?uid ?ows from the spreading table into 
the tank, the oil and grease ?oat at once to 
the oil outlet. 
The operation is as follows: 
‘Water. oil, dirt and grease are deposited 

in the sump Q, the water content carrying 
the oil, grease and dirt through pipe P to 
the table lsL where its ?ow in volume is 
checked by the corrugations, causing it to 
?ow laterally in the same until it over?ows 
to the next lower corrugation where it is 
spread over a greater area and the oil sepa 
rates from the water as it surges and passes 
over the table and when it reaches the tank 
chamber I), the water ?lls the tank until 
it over?ows through conduit E into cham 
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her F and therefrom through conduit H3 
and outlet H2 to a drain. The surge of the 
water entering chamber I) causes the water 
to rise to a slightly greater height in con 
duit E, helped also by the weigl'it of oil 
resting on the sin-face of the water in 
chamber D. The oil is carried away when 
it reaches the outlet G in either chamber, 
the oil reaching chamber it‘ being that 
entrained with the flowing water and rising 
from the sedin'ient carried to the bottom of 
the chambers. Instead of using a corru 
gated table I may use any other form that 
will spread the water and agitate the refuse 
material while obstructing the rapid flow 
over its surface, such as raised or embossed 
ribs formed in the bottom of the table, but 
I prefer the corrugated form as it is easy 
to obtain and relatvely low in cost. 
Where the oil is heavy and in cold 

weather, I prefer to use the steam while op 
erating the device, as the oil separates faster 
and thus the device is more efficient. The 
apparatus is entirely automatic in action 
and has been found in actual practice to 
work successfully, practically all of the oil 
and grease being recovered trom the sludge. 
Having thus described my invention what 

I claim as new is: 
1. An oil separating apparatus compris 

ing a tank having a chamber provided with 
an outlet for oil, and an outlet for water lo 
cated on a lower plane, an inlet conduit for 
water and a spreading table located in said 
tank with its lower end resting adjacent the 
oil level therein, and extending from said 
conduit to said tank for spreading the fluid 
as it flows to said chamber‘. 

2. An oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a tank having a chamber provided with 
an outlet for oil, and an outlet for water 
located on a lower plane, an inlet conduit 
for water and an inclined spreading table 
located in said tank with its lower end rest 
ing adjacent tie oil level therein, and GK 
tending from said conduit to said tank for 
spreading the ?uid as it flows to said cham 
her. 

3. An oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a tank having a chamber provided with 
an outlet for oil, and. an outlet for water lo 
cated on a lower plane, an inlet conduit for 
water and an inclined spreading table lo 
cated in said tank with its lower end resting 
adjacent the oil level therein, and having 
obstructing surfaces in its upper side, said. 
table extending from said conduit to said 
tank for spreading the ?uid as it flows to 
said chamber. 

4:. An oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a tank having a chamber provided with 
an outlet for oil, and an outlet for water 
located on a lower plane, an inlet conduit 
for water and a triangular shaped table lo 
cated in said tank with its lower end resting 
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adjacent the oil level therein, and extending 
from said conduit to said tank for spread 
ing the fluid as it flows to said chamber. 

5. An oil separating apparatus con'ipris 
ing a tank having a chamber provided witl 
an cut-let for oil, and an outlet for water 
located on a lower plane, an inlet conduit 
for water and a triangular shaped table 
having transversely extending corrugations 
in its upper side located in t id tank wi its lower end adjacent the wal'c level there 

in, and extending from said conduit to said 
tank for spreading the fluid as it ‘flows to 
said chamber. 

6. An oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a tank having a plurality of chambers 
formed therein, each of which is provided 
with an outlet for oil located on the same 
plane and one of which has an outlet for 
water located on a lower plane, an inlet cou_ 
duit for water, triangular shaped table 
extending from said inlet to one said 
chambers designated the primary chamber 
and located in said tank, a conduit leading 
from the lower side of the primary chamber 
to the adjacent chamber, and a conduit lead 
ing from the lower side of said adjacent 
chamber to said outlet. 

7. An oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a spreading table and tank having two 
chambers formed by a partition extending 
from near the top thereof to near the bottom 
thereof and a partition extending from too 
bottom thereof tcwai l the top tl 
spaced from said first~named partition to 
provide a conduit or passage for fluid from 
the ?rst or primary chamber to the s I 
chamber, each chamber having an outlet for 
oil located in the same plane, above the 
plane to which said last-named partition er; 
tends, a conduit extending from near the 
bottom of the second chamber to an outlet 
for water located a short distance below the 
plane of the oil outlets, and a conduit for 
?uid lea-ding to said primary chamber, and 
means located directly under said table con— 
nected with a source of heat supply, and 
adapted to heat the fluid flowing over the 
table. 

8. An oil separating apparatus compris 
‘ing tank having two chambers formed by 
a partition extending from near the top 

thereof to near the bottom thereof and partition extending from the bottom thereof 

toward the top thereof and spaced from said 
?rst-named partition to provide a conduit 
or passage for fluid from the first or pri 
mary chamber to the second chamber, each 
chamber having an outlet for oil located 
in the same plane, and above the plane to 
which said last-named partition ei‘tends, a 
conduit extending from near the bottom of 
the second chamber to an oi let for wa 
located a short distance below the plane or 
the oil outlets, a table, and a conduit for 
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?uid leading from an inlet over said spread 
ing table to said primary chamber, and 
means located directly under said table con 
nected with a source of heat supply, and 
adapted to heat the ?uid ?owing over the 
table. 

9. An oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a tank having two chambers formed by 
a partition extending from near the top 
thereof to near the bottom thereof and a 
partition extending from the bottom there 
of toward the top thereof and spaced from 
said ?rst-named partition to provide a con 
duit or passage for ?uid from the first or 
primary chamber to the second chamber, 
each. chamber‘ having an outlet for oil locat 
ed in the same plane, and above the plane to 
which said last-named partition extends, a 
conduit extending from near the bottom of 
the second chamber to an outlet for water 
located a short distance below the plane of 
the oil outlets, a spreading table having ob 
structing elements over which ?uid must 
?ow and a conduit for ?uid leading to said 
table and to said primary reservoir, and 
means located directly under said table con~ 
nected with a source of heat supply, and 
adapted to heat the ?uid ?owing over the 
table. 

10. An oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a tank having two chambers formed by 
a partition extending from near the top 
thereof to near the bottom thereof and a 
partition extending from the bottom there 
of toward the top thereof and spaced from 
said first-named partition to provide a con— 
duit or passage for ?uid from the first or 
primary chamber to the second chamber, 
each chamber having an outlet- for oil lo 
cated in the same plane, and above the plane 
to which said last-named partition extends, 
a conduit extending from near the bottom 
of the second chamber to an outlet for water 
located a short distance below the plane of 
the oil outlets, an inclined spreading table 
located in said tank and having obstructing 
elements over which ?uid must flow and a 
conduit for ?uid leading to said table and 
to said primary reservoir, and means located 
directly under said table connected with a 
source of ] eat supply, and adapted to heat 
the ?uid flowing over the table. 

11. an oil separating apparatus compris 
ing a tank having two chambers formed by a» 
partition extending from near the top therc~ 
of to near the bottom thereof and a partition 
extending from the bottom thereof toward. 
the top thereof and spaced from said first 
named partition to provide a conduit or pa, ~ 
sage for ?uid from the ?rst or primary 
chamber to the second chamber, each cham 
ber having an outlet for oil located in the 
same plane, and aboy‘e the plane to which 
said last—narned partition extends, a conduit 
extending from near the bottom of the sec— 
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ond chamber to an outlet or water located 
a short distance below the plane of the oil 
outlets, a spreading table comprising a 
steam coil located thereunder in contact 
therewith, means for heating said table, and 
a conduit for ?uid leading from an inlet 
over said table to said primary chamber. 

12. An oil separating apparatus com 
prising a tank having two chambers formed 
bv a partition extending from near the top 
thereof to near the bottom thereof and a par 
tition extending from the bottom thereof to 
ward the top ‘thereof and spaced from said 
?rstnamed partition to provide a conduit or 
passage for ?uid from the ?rst or primary 
chamber to the second chamber, each cham 
ber having an outlet for oil located in the 
same place, and above the plane to which 
said last-named partition extends, a conduit 
extending from near the bottom of the sec 
ond chamber to an outlet- for water located 
a short distance below the plane of the oil 
outlets, a triangular shaped spreading table 
having obstructing elements over which ?uid 
must ?ow and a conduit for ?uid leading to 
said table and to said primary reservoir. 

13. An oil separating apparatus com 
prising a tank having two chambers formed 
by a- partition extending from near the top 
thereof to near the bottom thereof and a 
partition extending from the bottom thereof 
toward the top thereof and spaced from 
said first-named partition to provide a con 
duit or passage for ?uid from the ?rst or 
primary chamber to the second chamber, 
each chamber having an outlet for oil located 
in the same place, and above the plane to 
which said last-named partition extends, 
a conduit extending from near the bottom 
of the second chamber to an outlet for water 
located a. short distance below the plane 
of the oil outlets, the top of said partition 
having a downwardly inclined off-set portion 
on the water outlet side to prevent surging 
action, and a conduit for ?uid leading to 
said primary chamber. 

ll. An oil separating apparatus com 
prising a tank having two chambers formed 
by a partition extending from near the top 
thereof to near the bottom thereof and a 
partition extending from the bottom thereof 
toward the top thereof and spaced from 
said ?rst-named partition to provide a con 
duit or passage for fluid from the ?rst or 
primary chamber to the second chamber, 
each chamber having an outlet for oil located 
in the same plane, and above the plane to 
which said last~nained partition extends, a 
conduit extending from near the bottom of 
the second chamber to an outlet for water 
located a short distance below the plane of 
the oil outlets, a spreading table located in 
said tank the lower end of which is adjacent 
the water level therein, and having 0b~ 
StI‘L'lCt-ll'lg elements comprising transversely 
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extending corrugations over which ?uid 
must ?ow and a conduit for fluid leading to 
said table and to said primary reservoir. 

15. An oil separating apparatus com 
prising a tank having a chamber with an 
outlet for oil. and an outlet for Water located 
on a lower plane, an inlet conduit for Water, 
a table extending from said conduit to said 
tank for spreading and retarding the flow 
of the fluid as it flows to the tank, and means 
for heating said table located thereunder 
adjacent thereto connected with a source of 
heat supply. 
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16. An oil separating apparatus com 
prising a tank having a chamber With an 
outlet for oil, and an outlet for Water located 
on a lower plane, an inlet conduit for Water, 
a table having obstructing surfaces in its 
upper side for retarding and spreading the 
fluid as it ?ows to said tanln and means for 
heating said table in direct contact there 
with and with a heating source, substantially 

set forth. 
In testimony whereof I have affixed my 

signature. 
CARL K. MORSE. 


